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1. Identification  

1.1. Test of identification with PIN-code 

Condition: - User registered on Planday portal with a PIN-Code. 

Sequence: - Log in a user by using the PIN-code 

Result: OK 

 

1.2. Test of identification with RFID-tag 

Condition: - User registered on Planday portal with a RFID tag number. 

Sequence: - Log in a user by using the RFID-tag 

Result: OK 

 

1.3. Test of identification with Finger module 

Condition: - User registered on Planday portal with a FingerId. 

  - User enrolled with one finger on the terminal. 

Sequence: - Log in a user by using the finger module on the terminal 

Result: OK 

 

2. Punch IN / OUT - Unplanned shifts 

2.1. Punch IN without having a planned shift in Planday 

Condition:  - The terminal is linked to a department.  

  - Employee belongs to the same department. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

  - Punch IN shall be shown after identification. 

  - Punch IN confirmation shall be shown after clicking Punch IN. 

  - A punch clock record is created belonging to the department that the terminal is linked 

    to. 

Result: OK 

 

2.2. Punch OUT without having a planned shift in Planday (Non-approved Punch Clock record) 

Condition:  - A created punch clock record has been created as in item 2.1. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

  - Punch OUT shall be shown after identification. 

  - Punch OUT confirmation shall be shown after clicking Punch OUT. 

  - Punch OUT end time is added to the punch clock record. 

Result: OK 
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2.3. Punch OUT without having a planned shift in Planday (Pre-approved Punch Clock record) 

Condition:  - A created punch clock record has been created as in item 2.1.  

  - The admin has approved the punch clock record even if the Punch OUT time was 

    missing. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

- Punch IN shall be shown as option because there is no available Punch Clock record to 

  punch out from. 

Result:  OK 

 

3. Punch IN / OUT - Planned shifts 

3.1. Punch IN to a planned shift in Planday 

Conditions:  - The terminal is linked to a department.  

- Employee belongs to the same department as above. 

- A shift has been planned for the employee on the same department as above. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

- Punch IN shall be shown after identification. 

- Punch IN confirmation shall be shown after clicking Punch IN. 

- A punch clock record is created in Planday belonging to the department that the shift 

was planned for. 

Result: OK 

 

3.2. Punch OUT from a planned shift in Pladay (Non-approved Punch Clock record) 

Condition: - A created punch clock record has been created as in item 3.1. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

  - Punch OUT shall be shown after identification. 

  - Punch OUT confirmation shall be shown after clicking Punch OUT. 

  - Punch OUT end time is added to the punch clock record on Planday. 

Result: OK 

 

3.3. Punch OUT from a planned shift in Planday (Pre-approved Punch Clock record) 

Condition: - A created punch clock record has been created as in item 3.1.  

  - The admin did approve the punch clock record even if the Punch OUT time was 

    missing. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

  - Punch IN shall be shown as option because there is no available Punch Clock record to  

   punch out from. 

Result: Ok 
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4. Punch IN / OUT using Planned shifts – different terminals 

4.1. Punch IN to a planned shift in Planday 

Conditions:  - The terminal is linked to another department than the planned shift.  

- Employee belongs to the same department as the planned shift. 

- A shift has been planned for the employee which the terminal is not linked to. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

- Punch IN shall be shown after identification. 

- Punch IN confirmation shall be shown after clicking Punch IN. 

- A punch clock record is created in Planday belonging to the department that the shift 

was planned for. 

Result: OK 

 

4.2. Punch OUT from a planned shift (Non-approved Punch Clock record) 

Condition: - The terminal is linked to another department than the terminal used for Punch IN.  

  - Employee belongs to the same department as the planned shift. 

  - A shift has been planned for the employee. 

  - A created punch clock record has been created as in item 4.1. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

  - Punch OUT shall be shown after identification. 

  - Punch OUT confirmation shall be shown after clicking Punch OUT. 

  - Punch OUT end time is added to the punch clock record on Planday. 

Result: OK 

 

4.3. Punch OUT from a planned shift (Approved Punch Clock record) 

Condition: - A created punch clock record has been created as in item 4.1.  

  - The admin did approve the punch clock record even if the Punch OUT time was 

    missing. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

  - Punch IN shall be shown as option because there is no available Punch Clock record to  

   punch out from. 

Result: Ok 

 

5. Change Location during the day 

5.1. Punch IN to a planned shift in Planday at location A 

Conditions:  - The terminal is linked to location A (=department A)  

- Employee is a member of department A. 

- A shift has been planned at department A for the employee. 
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Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

- Punch IN shall be shown after identification. 

- Punch IN confirmation shall be shown after clicking Punch IN. 

- A punch clock record is created in Planday belonging to the department that the shift 

was planned for. 

- The comment in the punch clock record will say “IN(…/name of location A)” 

Result: OK 

 

5.2. Change location from A during the day 

Condition: - The terminal is linked to location A (=department A)  

- Employee is a member of department A. 

- A shift has been planned at department A for the employee. 

- A created punch clock record has been created as in item 5.1. 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

  - Punch OUT shall be shown after identification. 

  - Select Punch OUT+ 

  - Click Change Location 

  - Punch OUT confirmation shall be shown after clicking Change Location. 

  - Above will result in: 

   a) Punch OUT end time is added to the punch clock record on Planday. To the 

    comment is added “Out: Change location (rfid/Office)” 

   b) A new punch clock record is automatically generated with the comment  

    “In: Auto-generated”. This record will be linked to department A. 

Result: OK 

 

5.3. Entering location B 

Condition: - An auto-generated punch clock record has been created as in item 5.2.  

  - The terminal is linked to location B (=department B) 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method on the terminal at location B. 

  - Punch IN to unplanned shift will be shown. 

  - Click Punch IN. 

  - Above will result in: 

   a) The auto-generated punch clock record in 5.2 will be completed with an end 

    time and a comment added “Out: Auto-generated (rfid/Lab)”. 

   b) A new Punch clock recorded will be created with a comment “In (../location B)” 

 

Result: Ok 

 

5.4. Punch OUT from location B 

Condition: - A created punch clock record has been created as in item 5.3.  
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Sequence: - Punch OUT shall be shown after identification. 

  - Punch OUT confirmation shall be shown after clicking Punch OUT. 

  - Punch OUT end time is added to the punch clock record. 

Result: Ok 

 

6. Multiple planned shifts 

6.1. Multiple planned shifts during the same day 

Conditions:  - The terminal can be linked to any location  

- Several shifts have been planned for the employee at one or many locations 

Sequence: - Log in using any identification method. 

- A list of all planned shifts is shown with location : shift time 

- Select the shift to Punch IN to. 

- Click Punch IN 

- Wait for at least 2 min. 

- Click Punch OUT 

- This will create one punch clock shift and next time the user is identified there will be  

  one shift less shown. If there is only one planned shift the user is directly routed to the  

  Punch IN screen. The shifts are sorted after start time. 

Result: OK 

 

7. Summary with possibilities, limitations, and restrictions 

a) A user cannot Punch IN to an unplanned shift on a terminal which is linked to a department that 

the user does not belong to. 

b) A user can Punch IN to a planned shift even on a terminal which is linked to a department that 

the user does not belong to. 

c) A user can punch in on Location A and out from location B as long as item 1 & 2 above are 

fulfilled. 

d) To support change location, the user needs to belong to each department that the terminals are 

linked to.  

 


